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With the globalization, there is a trend of intercommunication between different cultures. 
Western scholars are absorbing the soul of oriental culture, at the same time oriental scholars 
are learning the more advanced western culture of system, in which communication between 
China and the west is the tune. Schopenhauer’s philosophy has close relationship with oriental 
ideas. One of his philosophical sources is ancient Indian philosophy. In order to make his 
theory more cogent, he also did some research on Chinese culture, such as, Lao-tzu, the 
philosophy of Chinese Buddhism, Neo-confucianism. Cheng Xuanying is a Neo-Taoist, but 
on some extent he is like a Buddhist. One of his major works is the Commentary on the 
Lao-tzu, which expresses the ideas of Taoism by the words of Buddhism. This dissertation 
tries to discover the similarities or differences in their theories, through comparing Cheng 
Xuanying’s idea of the relations between Tao and objects to Schopenhauer’s ideas of 
objectification of the will. It has three parts: its introduction, text and conclusion. Its main 
contents are as follows: 
To make the reader understand this dissertation easier, I will at first summary the 
Schopenhauer’s research on Chinese civilization in introduction part. Then, I will show the 
achievement and insufficiency of previous related search. At last I will point out the meaning 
of this dissertation and its shortcoming. The text is divided into two parts. The first part will 
deal with the contrast between “Tao” and “thing-in-itself”, which emphasizes their similarities. 
But their unknowablity make us confused. If they are unknowability, it seem to be impossible 
for us to know them. Chen xuanying and Schopenhauer dissolve this problem in the same 
way. I will compare Cheng Xuanying’s idea of the relations between Tao and objects to 
Schopenhauer’s ideas of objectification of the will. Chen Xuanying’s ideas of “beginning 
from Tao” and “self-transformation” have its own unity. Schopenhauer holds that everything 
in the world is the result of objectification of the will, which is fulfilled through “Idea”. Every 
specific object has its own Idea, which will become the individual object through 
objectification. That is, everything is the result of objectification of will and the result of the 
“self-transformation” 
My conclusion is that Schopenhauer’s ideas of objectification of the will and Cheng 
Xuanying’s idea of the relations between Tao and objects have many similarities. 
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①Samuel James:<<西方哲学史>>[M]，北京：北京大学出版社 2006 年 第 323 页： ……with the hope of 
winning acceptance or at least recognition of his systematic philosophy. His attempt fail, partly 
because of…..,but also because he overconfidently set the time of his lectures at exactly the hour 
when the giant Hegel gave his lectures. 
②汤用彤著 钱文忠译：《叔本华思想中的东方因素》《中国文化研究》总第 33 期 
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①Schopenhauer,the world as will and representation·volume one,Peking: china social sciences 
publishing house 1999 page26-27: the systems that start from the object have always had the 
whole world of perception and its order as their problem, yet the object which they take as 
their starting-point is not always this world or its fundamental element, namely matter. On the 
contrary, a division of these systems can be made in accordance with the four classes of 
possible objects set out in the introductory essay……The Pythagoreans and the Chinese 
philosophy of the I Ching started from the class, namely from time. 
②参见 盖建民：《道教科学思想发凡》[M]  北京：社会科学文献出版社 2005 年 第 98 页 
③詹石窗主编：《新编中国哲学史》[M]  北京：中华书局 2002 年 第 38 页 
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